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I. 1 

The most important aim of' Olll' wo1"'k is· to discover' truth. We 

may have other aims-, both ind.ividually and together-, but they 2-..re·-

all subservient to this one aim - to discover truth. And: the, 

nearer· we _get to truth, the·- more limitless does it bec·ome. There 

was a time when we used t·o believe that truth could simply be learnt- -

that it' was, a matter of assimilating the right knowledge, of' learning 

-t-he right facts. But now we- know that truth is· not like this· - it 

is· actually beyond. words. Ultimately it is experience, and nothing 

But we have to begin somewhere - we have to find some way of 

approaching truth. How can we possibly do this, if truth is beyond 

words? There is· a way - a very simple way. If we can learn how 

to use certain symbols·, in time we shall :find that words become 

unnecessary. Symbols will take the place of' words, and they will 

go much deeper, much nearer to truth than words can do-. 

Let us begin with the most familiar symbol known to us - a circle. 

For a long while· a circ-le is all we need - it is almost enough for-

all we need to know. The circ·le is ~ - and yet it is everything 

outside us, for i~ includes all our experience and all our time. 

At first it is difficult to see how the circle can be us, and 

yet includ.e everything outside us. In the ordinary way we think 

of these two as separate things. But in reality the world outside us 

is a reflection of the world. within, and the world within us is a 

reflec-tion o:f the world outside. The, id.ea tha,t they are separate 

is an illusion - it is due to the limitations of our consciousness-. 

Our consciousness is limited in the ordinary wey to a small pa.rt 

of the mind - that part which is active during the time we are awake. 

But the mind has many much deeper· parts - parts which include what 

we really are,. And as'. our ordinary consciousness knows- nothing of 

these deeper parts, we see the outside world as a partial reflection 

only, and we s.-ee it as s-omething separate from ourselves.. It is this 

separation or· ours-elves from the world in which we live which is an 

illusion. It is this that causes d.isharmony and. suffering. 

But- if we could reach these deeper- parts of" the mind. - if· we c-ou1d. 

expand our c-onsciousnes-s t-o includ.e them· - we should begin to find 

unity with the-world around· us. And: if' we c-ould find the- centre 

of ourselves - the-- sourc--e from whic-h everything· comes - we should: 
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Why are you silent, blackbird, till the spring 
Is here again ? Why does your lovely song 
Fade like an empty dream, all through the long 
Dark days of winter, till the green buds bring 
New life, new joy to every living thing? 
Today I heard you sing. Like a clear pool 
Your voice went deep, into the limpid cool 
Waters beyond all fear, all questioning. 
And in that moment when I heard you sing, 
There in that brief moment was everything; 
All that I ever hoped for, held most dear, 
Everything, always,-in that voice so clear. 
And even now its lovely echo rings 
Deep in the centre, in the heart of things. 
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a:t the same t'ime become aware· of our o·onnec-tion with the whole· 

universe - we should see' ourselves· as a reflection of" everything 

it crontains. 

Le-t usc put· t·hese ideas· in-to the symbol oy dividing: it into· 

three principal areas. (see fig. I..) The· outsicie area, (which 

we have called: area: I), is the c:onsc;.iousness· of our ordinary walcing 

state. When we g .o to sleep at night, this consciousness disappears. 

But research has shown that there are two quite distinci levels. of 

sleep - there is a lighter kind of sleep, which is· usually 

accompanied by dreams, ( this we have called: area 2), and' there· is 

deep sleep, in which no dreams occur, and in which i;he breathing 

and heartbeat are more regular, and the brain rhythms much stronger 

ann more even. (This we ha.ve called area 3):-

area I. 

What does all this mean? 

happens when. we are asleep? 

fig.I. 

W~y are we interested in what 

The point is that even in deep 

sleep some part of us is still awake - some part of us never 

sleeps, even if we are given an anaesthetic, or get hit on the 

head. This in i tsel:f: is proof tha:t these deeper· levels· of the 
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mind exist, a.nd that they have their own consciousness, ahoui; 

which we- know very little. And although there are pe-ople, who 

have been able- to contaa-t these deeper levels,; and have• tried: t-o 

describe what they are like, it fs· really only by personal 

experience that we can learn anything real about- them. 

Besides all this, there is a point whic-h is easily missed. Thes·e 

three- revels- o:f- consc-iousness have a natural relation to each at-her. 

In the cas:e of' mystic-al or- 'peak' experienc-es·,- or. in the experiences: 

produc:ed by drugs, this- natural relation is upset - on-e- part is-

over excited, another part is suppresse~, and so on.. This, quite 

frankly,. is not wha1: we are after. In the long run it will not. 

help us much, and: may lead us into trouble. 

But what is t'he natura-1 relation between these three levels,? 

How are t-hey designed to- f'Un:ction in normal pe·ople? It is· not

unlike the three parts- of an eleo-tric lamp. The innermost area, 

(area 3), is the power which runs the lamp, the· mid.dle area·, (area: 2) ~ 

is the filament which glows, and the outer .area, (area: I), is the 

refle-ctor whic-h enables the light to be seen. And the centre. of'· 

the cir~la is the- wir~, the cable whic-h c-onnec:ts· U8 with the power

station - the universal source from which all li:fe is· derived •. 

Why d:o we know so li tt.le- about these· different parts of'_· the 

lamp? Wey do we so seldom become aware- of' the lamp glowing within 

us? And wh,y do we know so little what the source of power is, like? 

If we. are really and truly connected with the same source of energy 

whic-h lights, all living CTeatures, why are we not continuously 

awarec of' it? 

The answer is- quite simply that we have lost the way of finding 

it. And having forgotten the wa;y, we look always- in the wrong 

direction. It i~ a matter of learning a very simple method - a 

method of -meditation which was known many thousands of years ago. 

This method is designed t ·o unite us with these d'eeper parts· of the 

mind, and to bring them·- naturally into the moments of· our· everyday 

life. 

But to return to the symbol of the circle. It will be clear 

from -what has been said that movement towards the centre of the 

circle. is c-onnec-ted with changes in the level of our consciousness. 

But what do we really mean by consciousness? It is- here,that 

confusion so often arises, for we tend to 'describe consciousness, 

in· terms of the change it brings to our func:tions - we find it 
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Yes, yes, these thy sweet mysteries; so did 
No word know thy speaking; so did no sound 
Through any air reach thee; thou wert not found 
Passing any place, yet thou wert not hid. 
Yes, yes, these thy soft whisperings; yes, soft -
As small wind breathing, the feathered grasses 
Not knowing; yes, soft as moment passes 
In nighttimes sweet sleeping; yes, when aloft 
The cool stars wander on summer evening, 
Making quiet minstrelsy in firmament; 
Or as sweet nicotine delivers scent 
In hot summer garden, no bird singing ... 

Yes, yes, these thy soft whisperings; and I 
Close with thee, close with thee under great sky. 

______ ___J 
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very difficult to imagine it existing on its own. Yet it is· 

consciousness on its own - pure consciousness· - that we are really

after, and it is· this that comes from the centre of ourselves·- from 

the centre, of the circle in fig.I. On the outside of the circle 

consciousness· is vr:rry relative. The world is badly lit, like an 

over exposed photograph. Life is d.ull and drab - very lacking in 

contrast. In the middle a.rea things are different- - we feel. the 

warmth of t-he lamp glowing wi tliin us·. A strange inner happiness 

comes to us unexpectedly, and we feel a connectedness with everyone 

around. us. I'.!'11 the c,entral area things are qui i;e different aga;in -

we expand, as it weTe-, into a very much larger world, a: world in, 

which we are too small to exist. And yet it- is ourselves who 

expand - we ~- that larger world. And at the centr& of the c-irc:le 

itself we are infinite - we are one with everything. Yet t·his 

everything is beyond .e:x:perien·ce - we only know i't is there. 

And so the only one truth the truth which is limitless is 

at the centre of the circle. All other truths are but partial 

truths, for they arise further out from the centre, and are modified: 

by the level of our consciousness. Our aim is to find the one 

truth - that truth which exists- at the centre - and having found 

it to bring it with us, back into our everyday life •• Even if it 

is only a glimpse, a perfume of truth, and we can find it just for 

a moment, once or twice a day, the effect on our life will be very 

great. For truth has tremend.ous power - there is nothing it 

cannot do. 

"Let him who seeks, not cease seeking until he finds, and 

when he finds, he will be troubled., and when he has been 

troubled, he will marvel and. he will reign over the All. 11 

S t.Th.omas •. Log 2 


